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in the house of the dead 4 game, the player controls the main character of james taylor and a second option character kate green which is also a new character in the series. the game provides many new features like if the player wants to reload the gun he can simply reload it by shaking or just pointing off the screen. in order to escape some situations, the
player is used to shake gun by the full force. grenades are also featured in the game which helps the player to kill multiple enemies at a time. if the player gets out of grenades he can earn extra grandees by completing some tasks. you will have to defeat hordes of enemies and drive them off the screen. there is an unlimited ammo that allows you to fire a
continuous stream of bullets. if that doesn’t work for you then you’re going to have to shake the gun to reload. there are also three modes in the game, including survival, time attack and devastation. you can either play against the cpu or a friend. if you want to play against the cpu, then the difficulty will increase from easy to hard. if you are playing with
someone, the difficulty will change based on the number of people you are playing with. if you want to enjoy the story, then you should stick to survival mode, where the difficulty will increase from easy to hard, depending on how much time passes. the time attack mode will end after a certain amount of time; when you beat the cpu, you can get different

achievements such as shooting time attack 1.5. in devastation mode, you will have to fight different types of enemies, such as rats, zombies, spawns, and more, so you will have to beat them all in order to win.
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